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Abstract

Today's higher education teaches students that to know their subject matter and pass their exams are no longer enough. Students must obtain and sustain their knowledge for future practical problem solving from course work and lab exercise. To obtain knowledge is not easy task. Furthermore, to sustain knowledge from college study is an even more difficult, but critical and urgent task in the Chinese Information Technology Bachelor’s program. This research tries to address this urgent need and discover a new way to ensure students to be able to obtain and sustain their learning outcomes from their course work through lab activity enhancement.

Today’s college students come to their colleges with different motivations, goals, plans, attitudes, and expectations. College study requires them to complete all their assignments to reach all the goals with no requirement compromised. As a part of college study courses with computer lab assignments usually provide instructors with a unique opportunity to motivate students to work hard to achieve their goals and to sustain their knowledge as well as to measure student learning outcomes on this matter. Research finds it is still difficult to predict or measure how much students are able to sustain their learning outcomes before their graduations. This research aims to first ensure that all student lab activities and exercises are designed to not only for them obtain crucial knowledge and pass their course studies but to sustain their knowledge for a long term through newly designed lab activities. While student collaborations continue to stay in the center of their lab activities, additional new core of self-directed teaching and learning will engage students even deeply in their lab activity design in order to increase their interests and exposures to independently develop their knowledge in critical thinking and problem solving. Newly designed measurement and assessment for student learning outcomes is another nature product from this research.

This research recognizes importance and potential out of dramatically improving assessment on outcomes of lab activities as a part of coursework. As a part of an experiment it also selects methods and strategies from successful experience in American higher education and brings it into lab activity design by letting assessment goals lead the way of lab design. It engages both instructors and students in standard setting and determines when to vary targets or incorporate student work samples in standards. It is important to indicate that the standard setting is an ongoing process.

1. Introduction

Research studies previously conducted by the author and other researchers find that today’s successful and innovative educational approaches must focus on critical thinking, logic reasoning, and problem solving. 4,8,10 Higher education institutions in the US have made enormous efforts to adopt newly designed curricula and new techniques in teaching and learning in order to
significantly improve student’s learning outcomes and educate students to become well informed critical thinkers and deeply motivated problem solvers.\textsuperscript{4,10}

A new issue rises up recently. Research finds that some college graduates are unable to sustain these knowledge and skills gained from their college study.\textsuperscript{4,8} This issue must be addressed immediately since today’s fast growing economy often requires workers to become a self-learners in order to quickly adapt a new working environment. Educators and students must strive to make extra efforts to meet ever changing demands from rapidly changing business and working environment in this global economy.

The research for this Chinese Information Technology Bachelor’s program believes that one of solutions to achieve all the educational objectives and sustain student knowledge for a long term is to develop learning experiences to meet student’s educational and professional needs by encouraging student intentionality, discussion and involvement through lab demonstration, discussion, presentation, document co-creation, micro-sharing, peer critique, and evaluation. This belief helps determine the goal of this research is to identify and test new teaching and learning methods to effectively improve and sustain student learning outcomes. The fundamental change in this research is to shift students from passive learners to be their own masters in lab design, implementation, and assessment. New teaching and learning methods in this experiment in this research include student’s active participation in lab activity design and assessment process. Experiment outcomes must be carefully evaluated by newly designed assessment and explored for future experiment.

2. Higher Education Requires Innovative Solutions for Student Knowledge Sustainability

Today successful course curriculum design in higher education always aims to engage students into all activities both inside classroom and outside classroom.\textsuperscript{8,14} However, student self-directed lab activities often do not get recognized as an important component in some curricula.\textsuperscript{1} To address this issue there must be a new innovative solution added to student lab activity design to engage students into their learning activities and hold them more accountable to their learning outcomes.\textsuperscript{1,13} This new solution focuses on stimulating student’s intentionality, encourage their participation and involvement through self-learning, sharing, and motivating. Most importantly students will master their own ways to design a learning process, manage interactions inside classroom and particularly in all lab activities, and conduct evaluation and assessment in order to develop student learning experience to a higher level. In addition, a standard setting is also included as a crucial solution to ensure that same standard and measurements are always applied in the assessment and evaluation for newly added student learning.\textsuperscript{14}

The main focus of the new solution is that student learning experience must be enhanced to meet student’s future educational and professional needs. Previous research finds that certain knowledge can soon become outdated or even obsolete while other knowledge can be crucial and beneficial to student’s professional career for a long run.\textsuperscript{8,10} Students can obtain those crucial knowledge in critical thinking and problem solving from college study and sustain the knowledge for their professional career through newly developed enhancement. In order to sustain student knowledge in critical thinking and problem solving, one of suggested changes is
for students to take their ownership of the course design and control their knowledge and experience development while sharing their educational responsibilities with their instructors.\textsuperscript{4,8}

Furthermore, incorporating student learning results into standardized assessment process helps students understand the difference on accountability between personal and professional learning experience to model their future professional practices.\textsuperscript{4,7} In the past a number of researches discover that student personal learning experience must model professional practices as a part of student learning need change.\textsuperscript{10} Based on these research findings a set of new changes are selected to incorporate students in standard classroom activities such as activity design, assignment design, classroom discussions, group study, and final measurement and assessment.

This research hypothesizes that the newly designed lab activities will help reach the goal to sustain student knowledge for their later professional career. To ensure that this change has achieved sustainability objective standardization of assessment process becomes a crucial part of this change. The assessment helps design standardized measurement and procedure for activities in a lab and measure whether or not all the objectives are reached through these activities. A standard setting is an ongoing process as student needs and course content and goals are constantly changing.

This research also plans to experiment proper ways to maximize usage of assessment data and incorporate learning results into the assessments to further help students understand different accountabilities between personal and professional learning environments.

3. New Lab Activity and Assessment Standard Design for Student Knowledge Sustainability

Development of innovative knowledge for sustainability reflects on individual and organizational strategies that could facilitate a more adaptive learning process for sustainability.\textsuperscript{3,9} The traditional linear model of science and society that informs our academic enterprise is not conducive to dealing with the dynamic global economy changes that sustainability entails, and the way that these in turn influence what knowledge is necessary. The linear model assumes that academics need only to pursue their research agenda without input from industry. This research uses it as a fundamental guideline and focuses on discovering a new way to modify the existing linear model and create a positive impact on student knowledge sustainability development.

Although traditional approaches are still valuable to the pursuit of knowledge, they are missing key components to build knowledge for sustainability: reflexivity and epistemological pluralism. Reflexivity shatters the linear model by including economy and industry in the production of knowledge to the point where such involvement may fundamentally alter the type of and ways in which knowledge is produced.\textsuperscript{3,9} In order for students to accommodate their future professional career and to sustain student’s knowledge significant changes area adopted while working in the context of academic institutional constraints and balancing the production of more stable, disciplinary knowledge with innovative knowledge for sustainability.\textsuperscript{6}

Building student’s knowledge for sustainability indeed brings both students and faculty into a completely different field. Previous research finds one of most effective solutions is to engage students with each other and with their instructors in the development of their knowledge
The unique blend of personnel has a profound effect on the way we work across academic disciplines and approach real world problem solving. College courses and activities in these courses attempt to build knowledge for sustainability that will contribute to solutions for real world’s problems. 

The new process to design lab activities specifically benefits from these discoveries in the researches. It focuses on how to engage and interact with students through several practical strategies. Its key element is for students to be actively involved in making plans for organizing material before confronting a course management system and determine guidelines for estimating lab objectives, contents, load, and time for each lab element. It develops an efficient system for re-designing face-to-face labs and suggests that structuring lab activities is essential to improve student’s comprehension of their learning objectives and sustain their knowledge gains from these activities.

This research also discovers the best way to facilitate communication through various channels is to work effectively with students on developing lab activity plan and keep lab activity design from interfering with other responsibilities. It is an effective timesaving method for receiving student feedback with various communications channels versus traditional classroom teaching design methodology.

This research tries to identify student’s strengths and weaknesses in all lab activities and discover where student learning curve locates. Their weakness is expected to be improved by inviting their active participation into effective lab activity design by injecting student’s personality, engaging and interacting with other students and pulling content from students with instructor’s supervision.

The last new and important component determined by this research is the principles of sound assessment to be applied in student lab learning outcome evaluation. The new assessment must differ from traditional assessment with new ways to prioritize learning objectives and student’s participation. Most importantly the assessment is to apply performance assessments in a new lab setting to provide transparent evaluative criteria. The criteria include:

- how to design effective performance tasks
- whether new approach and methodology save time while improving feedback
- completion of new feedback and discussion options
- how to use new rich media to turn students into “instructors” and promote self-learning and mutual learning
- how student teaching modules can facilitate other student’s learning
- how to maximize uses of student learning motivations in their personal learning environments outside their classroom and lab.

This research recognizes importance of standardizing course lab design and designs its own assessment standard and benchmark after analyzing and evaluating advantages and disadvantages of various assessment standard and benchmark. New standard and benchmark is suitable to classroom lab setting and make course assessments easy to measure individual student performance and targets for collective student performance on knowledge sustainability.
The proposal for the assessment standard also enables instructors to analyze and apply their assessment results to help convey strengths and accountability and also to identify areas that need improvement. Assessment results work the same way with predetermined context or point of comparison to evaluate student learning performance and further improve benchmarks or standards as benchmark and standard setting is an ongoing process.\textsuperscript{1,13}

4. Implementation with Newly Designed Student Lab Activities and Assessment

Building a comprehensive student learning model for their lab activities must first recognize characteristics of today’s self-learners, how they affect their learning and identify environments supporting effective teaching and learning for today’s students and compare current learning environments with what works for next generation learners.\textsuperscript{12}

This research examines all the assignments and their assessments in light of learner’s needs and preferences before implementation starts. The core of this implementation is self-directed learning method to develop student’s ability of taking multiple roles in a lab design and using multiple resources to share and engage students in all activities. This helps develop their critical thinking capability and increase their interests in independent problem-solving and in a team effort format as well.

Previous research suggests that in learner-centered teaching and learning environment the role of an instructor may change.\textsuperscript{2} A new experiment forces instructors make their transitions from the disseminator of information to the creator of questions designed to facilitate student learning. This switch from lecturer to question creator is an important step in the developing evolution of pedagogical expertise. When students are deeply involved in a course as well as their lab activities, the research expects that it will significantly improves the success rate of sustaining student learning outcomes.

A design team is formed and both instructors and students in the design team are actively involved in lab activities design. Another new idea is to use stable base groups and new standards to create problems in their lab and solve problems in their lab. This seemed to be a perfect solution to help organize the lab activities and ensure to yield better than expected learning results.

To put it into practice new standards for lab activities are proposed by the design team and these new standards include:

- sample documents
- self-assessment questions
- rubrics
- further discussion questions
- blank worksheets
- additional resources
- discussion guide for facilitators to help students implement what they want to learn.

Measuring learning outcomes is recognized challenging enough in a traditional classroom setting. When measurement and standard for lab activities are designed, it can be even more confusing or
challenging. Common questions include
“How can we
- assess an individual and team effort?
- create meaningful performance tasks?
- deliver effective feedback without writing in the margins of assignments?”

The key to succeeding with designing new assessment for lab activities is embracing the opportunities of the new technology and methods. While some new forms of assessment are not effective at beginning, this loss is more than offset by innovative and alternative ways of finding evidence of learning. Many familiar forms of assessment don’t work well or at all in the new lab activity format. Assessing student’s lab activities requires fresh thinking, new ideas, and a willingness to embrace the latest technologies and methods for measuring learning in a course lab environment.

New lab assessment engaging students in end of course survey questions has become real nutrition of the course because new learning method let students become active learners and instructors as well. It effectively engages students in thinking about the course content once again and provides a platform to encourage students to look at the course material prior to coming to lab and review what they have learned from their classroom because they will be asked questions about the material as soon as they walk into their lab.

This experiment also tries to use new evaluation methods occasionally to take a break from lecture. The more advanced use is to design lab activities around course activities such as pre-class quizzes, pre-class assignments, groups in class, and mini-lectures during class. With help of new lab activities both instructors and students make a commitment to student critical thinking and more importantly students are almost always "on" in their lab. Students are no longer passively taking notes. Instead the students are using their cognitive skills to connect information necessary to answer a specific question and they maintain this cognition throughout the class period. It is interesting to discover that students tend to get overly excited about their learning.

At first glance, evaluating student’s activities in a lab may seem more difficult and time-consuming. Closer examination, however, reveals an exciting array of assessment possibilities that can actually improve learning while giving student more control of their study and reducing faculty involvements. The new capabilities of student driven lab design can even help elevate students from passive recipients of information to active participants in constructing knowledge. Another benefit from classroom observation is the potential for dramatically improving learner’s assessment in new lab environment. Students discover the newest strategies for designing better lab activities by letting assessment goals lead the way.

Students experience adopting proper strategies and principles of sound assessment apply to new lab learning environment. They also learn
- new assessment differs from traditional assessment
- new ways to prioritize their learning objectives
- how to apply performance assessments in a student driven lab environment
- new ways to provide transparent evaluative criteria
- how to design effective performance tasks
• how to adopt new technologies that save time while improving feedback
• new feedback and discussion options, including Instant Messaging and blogs to turn students into “teachers” and promote learning
• how student teaching modules can facilitate learning
• how proper assessment transforms the entire learning process

5. Limitations of the Study

This research mainly develops a new addition to an existing course framework with new focus on student’s learning activities design and student involvement in their lab activities. Quantitative data collection and data analysis plan have not completed yet. Preliminary analysis and findings are mainly from author’s observation and analysis on limited qualitative data in student’s end of course survey. It is possible that actual results from in-depth data analysis may be different from author’s finding or final statistical analysis may not support original hypothesis. It is author’s hope that preliminary analysis will confirm effectiveness of this change in order to stay on a right direction to achieve most of original goals. Since it is still difficult to predict complete and accurate outcomes at this moment, a statistical analysis on a larger student sample would be necessary to confirm and support the original hypothesis and findings from this experiment in the future.

6. Conclusion

New lab activities design provides a springboard for both instructors and students to revolutionize the way they think about teaching and learning. One significant change is students have become self-learners and are able to identify their future educational needs, make their own learning plan accordingly, and execute their learning effectively and independently to meet their future educational and professional needs.

Benefits seem unlimited. A significant benefit is student’s engagement boost student’s motivations in their learning process. Students practice how to determine proper ways to achieve their learning goals. Their plan and execution of learning require them to learn from peers and further develop their communication skills. Student’s participation also makes them become aware of their goals and how to reach these goals. Their new responsibilities in a course development and execution develop their critical thinking skills. The specific strategies and techniques often train students to learn how to manage their lab activities and conduct evaluation and assessment on these activities thereafter. Adopting new standardization in assessment practices help students become effective educators and critical thinkers as well.

New design for student lab activities seems to enhance student engagement, motivate their learning, and provide them with a new array of opportunities to obtain and sustain their knowledge gained from their college education. It confirms possibility of developing and implementing advanced curriculum for a lab in addition to course itself. The lesson learned from the experiment has laid out a solid foundation for future improvements and experiments with a larger student sample size.
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